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Animal Testing: Horrible 
and Unnecessary 
By: Alyssa Street 

Imagine that you are stuck in a cramped laboratory with a           

section of your brain removed, and are constantly being         

experimented on. This is another day in the life of laboratory           

animals. If you ever stop and check the back of your           

cosmetics products, the words “tested on animals” might be         

lying there. Animal testing is the usage of animals against          

their will for the purpose of experimentation to control         

different aspects that affect behavior and the biological        

system. Scientific experiments for medical procedures and       

different medicines and vaccines also tested on animals, and         

most times repetitively testing results in major injuries or         

even death for these poor animals. We don’t generally hear          

about animal testing because people just don’t realize how         

often these creatures are subject to testing for our medical          

procedures and advancements, medicines and even beauty       

products. Additionally, people think that the law requires        

companies to provide other methods instead of animal        

testing, but the Animal Welfare Act only truly protects 5% of           

the animals used in laboratories. In their section entitled         

“Imagine yourself in a laboratory”, Speakcampaigns.org      

shared that, “Oxford University recently completed an       

animal research laboratory that can hold 16,000 [animals]        

at any one time for just such experiments.” Continued on          

page 2 

Stop Clowning Around 
By:  Zachary Ebel  

If you haven't been living under a rock for the past month,            

then you probably know about the killer clowns that have          

been spotted in a number of states in the U.S. There are            

about 44 states where there have been clowns reported.         

Nobody really knows the purpose of these clowns, but there          

are some theories.They may be a political movement, Maybe         

one person dressed up as a clown and then everyone          

thought it was cool, so they started buying clown costumes          

to scare people. All I know is that they’re really scary, and            

can get you feeling very paranoid. In extreme cases the          

clowns have tried to attack people. According to a social          

media video, a clown even broke into this man's house, and           

was hiding in the house. 

 

According to gq.com, who interviewed one of the creepy         

clowns (Wrinkles), “Honestly, I think it's comical. As long as          

nobody's getting hurt, what's wrong with some kids dressing         

up and scaring their friends? Also, how much of it is really            

true? They are busting people left and right with false          

sightings. Everyone needs to relax, for Christ's sake. The only          

clowns anyone needs to worry about right now are the two           

running for office.”   

Wrinkles can be hired to come to a party, or you can hire him              

to scare one of your friends. He’s pretty expensive though.          

According to gq.com, when they asked him how much he          

charges he said, “I'm $150 an hour for parties. Children's          

behavioral stuff varies, since it's more involved.” Wrinkles is         

not the only type of clown. Sometimes clowns are trying to           

lure kids into the woods. According to usatoday.com, in         

another report children reported that clowns were trying to         

lure them into woods with money. Residents of the         

Fleetwood Manor Apartments in Greenville, S.C., reportedly       

received letters from property management encouraging      

them to abide by the apartment’s 10 p.m. curfew, and not to            

let their children walk alone at night. Continued on page 2 

 

Circus Rocks 
By: Tessa Lee  

When people think of a     

circus, they usually think    

of a big tent with people      

dressed in silly costumes    

doing silly stuff. But that’s     

not always true. At Kinetic     

Arts Center, it isn’t like     

mainstream circus’s. Kinetic Arts is a place where you can          

learn how to do circus arts. The kinetic Art Center looks like            

a warehouse that’s  been cleaned up a bit, and painted.  

At the Kinetic Arts Center, you can learn how to do           

acrobatics, silks, trapeze, lyra, and more. Lyra is a hoop you           

sit on, do tricks on, and hang on. Trapeze is like a monkey             

bar, but with longer ropes. Silks are very long pieces of fabric            

that you can climb on, and I'm pretty sure you know what            

acrobatics is (it is gymnastics, an example is cartwheels).         

There are also many more things you can learn at Kinetic           

Arts like contortion, juggling, and ladders. Continued on page         

18 
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Animal Testing: Horrible and 
Unnecessary Continued 
By: Alyssa Street 

(Continued from  

page 1) This is an     

example that even   

though animals  

are tested on so    

much, the public   

doesn’t seem to   

see how harmful   

this kind of   

testing is. To pass    

quality control standards, every product has to go through         

countless rounds of testing. Companies may also need to         

conduct many different tests to determine lethal dose, side         

effects, and multiple other things depending on the product.         

Sarah Goytia who was a technical support agent at Santa          

Cruz Biotechnology stated that, “These tests are often        

repeated on different species ranging from mice to apes in          

order to get a better idea of how the product will affect            

humans. As a result, countless animals suffer through        

various tests and eventually are ‘terminated’.” Because of the         

need to test out products, animals are being brutally tested          

on and are ultimately killed. Although people think that         

animal testing is the only way to accurately test products          

(especially in pharmaceuticals), there are still some       

preventative measures you can take and other safe        

alternatives. 95% of drugs that work on animals fail in          

humanoids, so most animal testing isn’t even accurate. On         

their page titled “Animal Testing 101,” Peta.org stated that,         

“Each of us can help prevent animal suffering and deaths by           

buying cruelty-free products, donating only to charities that        

don’t experiment on animals, requesting alternatives to       

animal dissection, demanding the immediate     

implementation of humane, effective non-animal tests by       

government agencies and corporations...” Another     

alternative to animal testing that some companies are using         

is Organs-on-a-Chip. Ryan Merkley Director of Research       

Advocacy, Physicians Committee for Responsible Medicine,      

introduced me to Organs-on-a-Chip. They explained that it is         

where human organ cells are taken and put on a microchip.           

You then use the microchip instead of harvesting animal         

cells for testing, and have no need to keep animals in           

captivity. If companies reach out and begin to educate the          

general public about these alternatives and these       

preventative measures, then we can truly cease animal        

testing. 

In her work experience at Santa Cruz Biotechnology (SCBT),         

Sarah Goytia encountered forms of animal testing where the         

animals did not have to perish, but were still treated with           

cruelty. She states, “SCBT withdrew blood from goats and         

rabbits to harvest antibodies. In this case, the animals do not           

have to die… SBCT lost its license to sell antibodies because           

they did not take good care of the animals.” Animals are           

very similar to us from a genetic and biological standpoint,          

therefore, they are just as likely to suffer the way humans           

would. Antibodies are made in living bodies, so SBCT         

extracted these antibodies from rabbits and goats. Even if         

animals are required to access antibodies, mankind still        

benefits from them because doctors and scientists can use         

them to detect diseases in human beings like cancer.  

To conclude, animal testing is horrible and needs to be          

stopped because animals that are tested on constantly and         

face painful, and sometimes even deadly, experiences. Plus,        

there are safe alternatives so that there’s no need for testing           

on animals. Animal experimentation is inaccurate and       

unnecessary. Will you look for cruelty-free labels, and inform         

your friends about how they can stand up for animals?  

Photo Credit: http://www.occupy.com/ 

Stop Clowning Around 
Continued 
By: Zach Ebel 

(Continued from page 1)  I 

asked an 8th grader at Bret 

Harte named Jose Larios about 

the situation and how it could 

affect him. He said that, “It 

won’t affect me at all because 

I’ve known that it was fake 

since the first story. Sure, it 

was scary to think about, but I 

just kept doing the same things 

I do in a regular day.” I also asked my friend (who prefers to 

stay anonymous) The same thing. He responded, “When the 

first video of the killer clowns went viral,it wasn't that bad, 

but if you were outside at night that was all you could think 

of.” 

 

There is nothing to be afraid of involving the clowns. They’re 

just some people trying to scare you. I'm sure that it started 

as one person, but then resulted in other people following in 

their steps, so don’t worry. Just keep carrying on with your 

regular life like nothing ever happened.   

 

Photo Credit: https://i.ytimg.com 
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The Presidential Election 
By: Miles Bond 

(Written before the election took place, and a winner was          
announced) The Presidential Election is coming up on        
November 8th, and either Republican nominee Donald       
Trump or Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton will be        
elected president. This election has had many people        
unsure of who to vote for, as scandals blanket both          
candidates. If Hillary wins, she will become the first         
woman to be the President of the United States, and if           
Trump wins he will be the first republican President         
since George Bush. Donald Trump has consistently       
harassed her about the emails she has supposedly        
deleted, but he has also said some very nasty things          
about women. This makes voting very hard, as many         
Americans don’t entirely trust either candidate. 

According to fivethirtyeight.com, “Hillary has a 65.1%       
chance of winning the election.” Her percentage has        
been slowly dropping, but it is still nearly impossible for          
Trump to win due to him losing so many states in a            
popular vote. States that he needs to win. Hillary         
supporters have been on edge ever since it was         
reported that she deleted 32,000 classified emails in        
which the FBI has looked into many times but have still           
found nothing. This incident has left many democrats        
looking for another candidate of which, none has come         
up. 

Donald Trump was unpopular in both parties for he has          
said some very sexist things about women. Head of         
Republican party, Reince Priebus was forced to have an         
urgent call with Trump as Reince was worried that         
Trump would make the Republicans look bad. Trump        
has said that the election is rigged, and that this is harsh            
even for him. I asked Scott Godfrey, a teacher at Laney           
College what he thought about this upcoming election.        
He responded, “Of increasing concern to me is the         
potential narrative that the election was ‘stolen’ or        
‘rigged’ by either candidate and the effect that this         
would have on the next administration’s legitimacy.” He        
is saying that he is worried that people thinking the          
election was rigged, might not acknowledge this next        
president's accomplishments. 

This election has had many people unsure of who to          
vote for, and it is safe to say that many votes are just             
coming out of fear of the other candidates presidency. If          

another party gets 5% of the votes, they automatically         
can become a candidate. That might be just what we          
need, as many people are scared to vote and this is a            
huge problem. If the citizens don't vote then the power          
will not be with the people. 

Reactions of the Election 
By: Marnie Cavanaugh 

(Written after the   
election took place,   
and a winner was    
announced) On  
November 8th,  
citizens all over   
the United States   
went to the   
nearest polling  
station and placed   
their votes. Both   
parties were  
nervously watching as the votes were being counted up         
and in the end, Presidential Elect Donald Trump won         
precedence. This election has brought up many       
controversies and strong feelings, and these feelings       
have continued in extremity still after the results.  

The New York Times states that, “This threat called         
Trump is a product of American society; a nightmarish         
mutation of the American dream.” Many people feel that         
Trump is the end of the world, and that he is going to             
lead us down from where we are now. Although, many          
others love and adore him. He is just one of those           
people that you can either hate or love. I took a quick            
poll of who you would have voted for if you could have            
voted. My class made it clear that Hillary was their main           
choice. Hillary was a strong contender, but Donald was         
just a little stronger. 

Democracy has spoken! Donald J. Trump is now our         
president. Some people may never accept this fact, but         
as of January 20, 2017 he will be one of the many            
talented individuals who run our country. He may lead         
us to glory, or bring us down into pain. We won’t know            
unless we live with it, the fact is, he is our president. 

Photo Credit: www.slate.com 
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Hurricane Matthew’s 
Damage 
By: Malcolm Hatch 

This year something that just started out as a tropical          
storm has turned into something much more killing        
many people and destroying many communities      
especially in Haiti. With a death toll of 1,348 people,          
Hurricane Matthew was one of the biggest hurricanes in         
a long time. I found interest in this topic while different           
news outlets were covering it, and decided to write an          
article on the situation myself. 

The hurricane only affected the east coast of the U.S,          
and other surrounding areas. The hurricane was the        
breaking news everyone was keeping up with. It didn’t         
start like that though, especially in America. People        
were not taking it as seriously as they should have been           
taking it. Many people would run out into the strong          
winds and play around in the dangerous conditions.        
When I saw this I just thought about how stupid some           
people can be. In other places in the world the          
hurricane was hitting much worse. For example, in Haiti         
it destroyed buildings and caused intense flooding. Haiti        
is a poor area so they didn’t have the resources we have            
in America. They were already recovering from an        
earthquake and then they suddenly have to survive a         
hurricane. According to usatoday.com, “Hurricane     
Matthew dumped enough rain to fill the Rose Bowl         
163,000 times.” If that doesn’t give you an idea of how           
bad the flooding was, then I don’t know what will unless           
you were there. The hurricane stayed at a category four          
hurricane mostly, but on October 1st 2016 it peaked at          
category five according to wunderground.com. Category      
five is the highest category, which is the most dangerous          
and deadliest level. After the hurricane hit, a huge         
Cholera outbreak happened in Haiti. Cholera is a disease         
which spreads through water. It can cause diarrhea and         
dehydration, in severe cases in can cause shocks and         
seizures. So with all the flooding it caused many people          
to get the disease and it was harder to deal with           
because they don't have the best resources to deal with          
it. 

I already knew about how monumental this hurricane        
was and how it made a mark in history, but I wasn’t            
sure if other people also knew. I went around and asked           
people the simple question of if they knew how many          

deaths Hurricane Matthew had caused. I asked ten        
people this question. Three of the ten people didn’t         
actually know what Hurricane Matthew was, which       
actually shocked me, considering how newsworthy and       
headlining it was. One of the kids I asked said seven           
billion deaths is impossible. Many guessed from 3,000        
to 2,500 deaths is closer to the actual amount of people           
who perished but was still too many. Then I went to two            
people who were in a hurry, but had time to answer the            
question. One of them said 100 deaths and the other          
said 300 deaths. I moved on to my last person to           
interview who had the simple answer of 95 deaths. I          
went over this information a few times, not really sure          
what to make of it. No one could really get close enough.            
Even though it was such a devastating natural disaster,         
a lot of us didn’t really care or kept up with it. While             
people over in Haiti had to deal with it, it was a living             
nightmare for them. I think even if you are not part of            
something you should still know something about it so         
you can stay informed.  

Hurricane Matthew was a very intense and dangerous        
hurricane that killed many people, mostly affecting       
Haiti. Many people in America didn’t care to learn very          
much about it though. This hurricane caused thousands        
of people to die, but when I asked what people knew           
they couldn’t really give me an answer. I think people          
should be educated on world events so we can have          
more compassion for each other.  

 

Hurricane Matthew from an above view 

Photo Credit: Livescience.com 
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Is Organic Food Bad For 
You? 
By: Hana-Dee Alizeid  

Many people buy organic food hoping to feel healthier         
and to potentially have a positive impact on the         
environment. But is organic food even better for you         
and the environment? For plants, the term “Organic”        
basically means something grown without the use of        
synthetic fertilizers or pesticides, but this is a little         
misleading. Many consumers buy organic foods to avoid        
pesticides altogether. The truth is that organic farmers        
can still use pesticides and fungicides to prevent insects         
from destroying their crops, they just can’t be        
synthetically made. There are over 20 chemicals       
approved for organic use in the US derived from natural          
sources like plants, but studies have shown that some         
natural pesticides are actually a more serious health        
and environmental risk than man made ones. 

I asked Ms. Martin who sells groceries at the farmers          
market, a few questions. I asked her if she thought that           
organic foods were good for you. She responded,        
“Absolutely, organic foods are good because when foods        
don’t have pesticides in them, it’s much better for us.”5 I           
decided to ask her if people should start buying organic          
foods. She replied, “Yes they should if they can afford it.           
If you buy organic foods it will show that you like what            
they are made of.” I also asked her what was her           
favorite organic fruit or vegetable. She answered, “My        
favorite organic fruit would probably be a mango        
because it’s sweet. A vegetable would be all types of          
greens like kale and spinach because it’s important to         
eat them everyday.” Continued on page 6 

Organic vs. Nonorganic  
By: Samuel Desta 

Is Organic food really healthy for you, or is it just a            
scam? I feel like Organic food is healthier for you          
because organic food has a different taste than food you          
buy packaged and in liquor stores. Some people might         
not agree with my opinion, but it is true if you think            
about it. Packaged food, bags of chips, and soda is all           
bad for you, and if I was you I would slow down on that              
type of food and eat organic foods only.. So sit back,           

chillax, and let me teach you something about organic         
food. 

I interviewed my friend, Bill about what she thought         
about organic and non-organic food. She replied that,        
“Organic food is better for people because it is more          
healthy and it is unprocessed.” I also interviewed my         
other friend Fred, about the same thing. They stated         
that, “I prefer Organic food because it can make me have           
more energy and stay healthy. ” What both of these          
people said that they mainly prefer organic food rather         
than Non-Organic food.  

According to MayoClinic.org, “Products that are      
completely organic — such as fruits, vegetables, eggs or         
other single-ingredient foods — are labeled 100 percent        
organic. ” This means that other processed food don't         
have the protein and vitamins that it should have for          
you to live longer and stay healthy. According to this          
article, it also says that Organic food is more safe to eat            
then the food that is processed. Organic food is more          
likely to be healthy than other food. 

I think more people eat Organic food and it is better for             
you. Like I was saying throughout my article, organic         
food is healthier for people. Even though it is kind of           
expensive, it is worth getting for your energy and         
health. So try ORGANIC FOOD or as your grandparents         
called it FOOD. 

Organic vs. nonorganic 

           Photo Credit: www.thrivechiropracticboise.com/  
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Is Organic Food Bad For 
You? Continued 
By: Hana-Dee Alizeid 

(Continued from page 5) “Natural” doesn’t always mean        
better for you or the environment. On top of this, not all            
organic foods are even completely organic. If a label         
says “simply organic”, it only has to contain 95%         
organic ingredients. If the label says “made with organic         
ingredients” on items like bread, it may only contain         
70%. If the label says “containing organic ingredients”,        
it may only contain 50%. Only if a label says “100%           
organic”, it contains purely organic ingredients. For       
what it’s worth, the term “Free Range” also only         
requires evidence of access to the outdoors for a         
minimum of 5 minutes per day. 

A meta analysis conducted in 2012 found that organic         
crop yields are   
25% lower on   
average than  
conventional 
ones, although  
differs greatly  
between types  

of crops. For example, organic vegetable yields are        
typically 33% lower than conventional ones, putting a        
greater strain on the natural environment as more        
farmland is required. However, organic foods like       
legume are only 5% lower, as they’re efficient at         
absorbing nitrogen from organic fertilizers. Of course,       
many organic farming practices like crop rotations and        
mixed planting as opposed to using monocultures are        
better for the soil and the environment, but are they          
better for you? 

I also asked my sister, Asila Alizeid some questions. I          
asked if she thought organic foods are good for you. She           
responded, “Yes, they are because organic foods are not         
treated with chemicals, are raised locally, and are much         
better than junk food.” I asked her if she thinks organic           
foods are better than non-organic foods. She said that,         
“Organic foods are better because non-organic foods       
have preservatives, pesticides, and much more things.” I        
decided to ask her if people should start buying organic          
foods. She replied, “Yes, people should start buying        
organic foods because we have entered an epidemic        
where people, especially children, have become      

overweight or obese and can have many diseases.”I also         
asked her what her favorite organic fruit and vegetable         
is. She answered that, “My favorite organic fruit is either          
strawberries or bananas and a vegetable is carrots.” 

After researchers analysed 237 studies, the researcher       
conclude that organic fruits and veggies are no more         
nutritious than conventionally grown food. However,      
long term studies of purely organic diets are difficult, as          
most people eat a mixture of foods with non-organic         
ingredients. Those on short term organic diets do show         
higher levels of carotenoids, polyphenols, vitamin C & E,         
LDL cholesterol, and antioxidant activity.The     
differences are clinically insignificant. Children placed      
on organic diets for 10 days have lower levels         
organophosphates in their urine which in higher       
concentrations are associated with neurological     
problems but both bubbles are orders of magnitude        
lower than the amount to cause clinical harm.  

Just because something is organic, doesn’t make it        
better. A bag of organic chips for example are still just           
deep fried carbohydrates with very little nutritional       
value. Most surprising is that organic food has a higher          
incidents of being dangerous. Although, organic foods       
account for only 1% of agricultural acreage or space,         
they account for 7% of recalled food units in 2015. For           
example, this year several flavors of Clif Bars were         
recalled from stores due to organic sunflower kernels        
that were potentially contaminated with listeria, a       
bacterium which kills hundreds in the US each year.         
Another study found E.Coli in 10% of organic produce         
compared to 2% in conventional ones. 

The truth is that eating organic foods can be good for           
you, and in some ways better for the environment. But          
it’s not the be-all and end-all, production methods vary         
greatly for organic and conventional foods from one        
farm to another, or from local farms to factory farms.          
It’s likely combination of methods that will lead to the          
greatest results for your health and the environment.        
Organic and conventional foods can exist and don’t have         
to be at odds with one another. Anyone who tells you           
with 100% certainty that one way is fully better than          
the other is ignoring the science. When it comes to your           
own health, it’s really a combination of diet, exercise,         
lifestyle choices, and of course, genetics. 

Photo Credit: http://torresluisaf.blogspot.com/ 
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Troye Sivan - The Blue Boy      
in Suburbia 
By: Shayla Clinton 

My article is about the South African Australian singer,         
songwriter, actor, and youtube phenomenon. Troye      
Sivan Mellet was born June 5, 1995 and is currently at           
the age of 21. In 2009, Troye played the younger          
version of Wolverine in X-men origins: Wolverine. The        
most recent acting in movies he has done is in the Spud            
trilogy 2010-2014 (Spud, Spud 2: the Madness       
Continues, Spud 3: Learning to Fly.) Troye used to         
regularly make youtube videos, but hasn’t in awhile. But         
don't worry, he’ll be making one soon (when Troye says          
soon, it's not gonna happen soon) As of April 2, 2016           
Troye has over 4 million subscribers, and over 241         
million views. As of Troye Sivan’s music Wise on August          
15 ,2014 he released his first major-labeled EP entitled         
TRXYE , which peaked at number 5 on the U.S. Billboard          
200. The lead single from the EP, "Happy Little Pill"          
reached number 10 on the Australian Charts. On        
September fourth, 2015 Troye released his second       
major-label EP, Wild . His debut studio album, Blue        
Neighbourhood , was released December fourth. Its first       
single, "Youth" become his first single to enter Top 40          
on the Billboard Hot 100 Chart, peaking at        
twenty-three.Troye earned his first teen choice award       
along with fellow youtuber Tyler Oakley in the category         
“Choice web collaboration” for their video “The       
Boyfriend Tag.” (#Troyler). In the October of 2014,        
Time named him as one of the "25 Most Influential          
Teens of 2014"  
 
Troye was born in Johannesburg, South Africa. He is the          
son of Laurelle and Shaun Mellet. When Troye was just          
2 years old, him and his family packed up and moved to            
Perth, Australia because of rising crime in South Africa.         
He currently lives in Perth with his mum, dad, and          
siblings Steele, Tyde and Sage. Troye is openly gay, and          
came out in the internet on August 2013. He came out to            
his family three years before his video was released.  
 
Troye has been performing, and has been and been         
involved in music since he was 11. He performed on          
Channel Seven Perth Telethon in 2006, 2007, and 2008.         
On June 5, 2013 Troye was signed to EMI Australia, but           
had to keep it a secret for an entire year. On August 15,             
2014 Troye released his first studio recorded EP, Called         

TRXYE. TRXYE debuted at No. 1 on iTunes in over 55           
countries. The album debuted at No. 5 on the Billboard          
200 the following week, scoring Sivan his first Top 10          
album. "Happy Little Pill" peaked at number 10 on the          
ARIA Singles Chart and was certified gold by the         
Australian Recording Industry Association for     
shipments exceeding 35,000 copies. Sivan released his       
second major-label EP, Wild , on the fourth of September         
in 2015. The EP was supported by a music video trilogy           
entitled Blue Neighbourhood, comprising the three      
songs "Wild", "Fools", and "Talk Me Down", and        
released from September 2015 to December 2015.       
Additionally, the EP served as an "introduction" to his         
album Blue Neighbourhood , which was released on       
December 4th, 2015. Sivan supported his debut studio        
album Blue Neighbourhood and his EP, Wild with his         
first tour in 2015's. According to Wikipedia, Troye is         
currently on his Tour, a Suburbia tour which went from          
being the first show in San Francisco, and was amazing.          
Troye is and has done such amazing things for just          
being 21.  
 
Now here I have a interview I did with one of my            
friends, Lauryn, a sixth grader at Bret Harte. “So Lauryn,          
how do you personally feel about Troye?” She replied, “I          
feel that Troye is a creative and amazing person that is           
doing amazing things. He is so inspiring.” I told her          
about how proud I am of Troye, and what he’s          
accomplished. She said that, “I agree, he is such a          
sweetheart and it's so weird to think about how long          
he’s been doing music. I mean, he has been singing for           
years and is just as good.” I told her how I thought he             
was so open with his music. She said, “Exactly, he really           
cares about his music and meeting fans. I mean, it's          
great that he’s like that, he’s not money obsessed.”  
 
I then asked Lauryn if she would recommend Troye’s         
music. She replied, “Yes, most definitely. He does so         
many different kinds of music from Indie pop, to         
Classical, to the most deep open music.” I hope you guys           
enjoyed this article, I highly recommend Troye Sivan.        
You can find Troye on Instagram, Twitter, Tumblr, And         
Youtube @Troye Sivan. You can also listen to his latest          
album, Blue Neighborhood . 
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Goats in Oakland 
By: Eleanor Sellman 

Oakland is the city we all know and love. It is a very             
diverse city with many different cultures, buildings,       
foods, and more. Most people in Oakland know it to be           
very packed with buildings and concrete. Some people        
refer to Oakland as a “concrete jungle,” meaning that         
there are not many rural parts of Oakland. Well, that is           
very incorrect. There are many places in Oakland that         
demonstrate the more rural side of things. There are         
programs for kids that teach them about farming,        
agriculture, and gardening. One of the less known        
organizations is called 4-H. 4-H teaches kids how to         
raise animals and participate in traditionally rural life        
styles. The organization is mostly in places where        
farming lifestyles are common. However, there are       
some clubs of 4-H in the very urban city of Oakland.  

4-H is a club that meets frequently to discuss and talk           
about events and actions you can take part in to help           
you and others around you grow through different        
projects. Within each club there are “projects,” and each         
child is in projects of their choice. Montclair 4-H is one           
of three 4-H clubs in Oakland. This is the oldest club in            
Oakland, and though the meetings do take place in         
Montclair, the club draws kids ages 5-18 from all over          
the city. There are several different projects in        
Montclair 4-H, including many different animal projects,       
crafting, and leadership projects. I personally believe       
that the animal projects are the most fun and the most           
different from the city life we are all so used to. The            
animal projects in Montclair 4-H generally tend to be         
divided into two groups: small animal and livestock.        
Projects fitting into the livestock category are swine        
(pigs), meat sheep, meat goats, and dairy goats. In the          
small animal projects there are rabbits and cavies        
(guinea pigs), chickens, turkeys, and dog fostering. All of         
these animals are raised for the highlight and main         
event of every 4-H participants year: the county fair.         
The Alameda County Fair takes place in Pleasanton,        
California in late June. While most Alameda county        
residents know the yearly fair for its attractions, rides,         
food, horse racing and more, people also bring their         
animals to be auctioned off or to show off their animals           
against other competitors. Many people come to the        
auction to support 4-H participants. Any livestock       
project where animals are raised for meat means that         
the kids will be raising their animals to be auctioned off           

at the fair. For example, if you have a pig, you raise the             
pig to be very fat so that you make a lot of money at the               
auction. At an auction, an animal meant to be         
slaughtered and eaten is brought forward, and the        
person who is willing to pay the highest price for the           
meat gets to keep the pig. The bigger the pig, the better            
quality and quantity of meat, so the more people will          
pay. If you own a dairy animal it means that you don’t            
raise your animal for it be killed for meat. Instead, the           
animal is raised and bred to show how good the          
animal's body is in comparison to the perfect animal.         
For example, if you own a dairy goat, your mission is           
not only to make your generations of goat even better in           
terms of dairy quality, but to show how good your goats           
body looks next to the ideal and perfect dairy goat. It is            
beyond explanatory how difficult it is to find every flaw          
in a goat, but every time you breed the goat you should            
look for a sire (father), that can make your goats          
offspring even better and closer to perfection. That is         
the main purpose of dairy animals, to make them better          
through generations.  

You may be wondering, what do the “judges” do, and          
how does a show works? In a show ring many different           
breeders walk their animals around, and the judge looks         
at each one. The winning goat often displays the best          
dairy character, or in other terms the most dairy look to           
it. It may be because the goat has a well balanced udder,            
or because the goats bones are well rounded and only          
protrude in the right places. The one thing all showers          
know is that losing a show isn’t a bad thing, because the            
judge will tell you how your goat can improve, so you           
can do better next time. Continued on page 9 
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Goats in Oakland Continued 
By: Eleanor Sellman 

(Continued from page 8) Since most people can’t have         
goats in their backyard, most of us keep our goats at a            
barn so that people don’t have to go up to the goat barn             
everyday. Everybody has an a.m. or p.m. shift once a          
week. Part of the shift is mucking out the barn where           
your goat(s) sleep. Mucking is hard work, but we know          
how to do it and it really isn’t gross once you do it at              
least once a week. Sometimes, the commitment of        
owning a dairy goat that is not at your house is hard.            
Since shift days can vary, sometimes it means getting up          
so early in the morning before school that you need          
headlamps and so many extra layers that even goats         
can’t bite through.  

During the school year, the main part of our project          
takes place. We breed our goats in the fall and take           
special care of them all winter to make sure they are           
healthy and nothing is wrong with their babies. At the          
end of the winter and the start of the spring, baby goats            
are born. We plan for them to be born at this time so             
that they are big and healthy enough to go to the fair,            
where potential buyers swarm the livestock barn. While        
we can never tell exactly when our goats will give birth,           
we know that their pregnancy time is five months and          
we can usually predict a due date. When our goats are           
within one week of their predicted delivery time, we         
check on them everyday for hints that they might be          
near birth. Nobody wants to miss the birth of their goats           
kids, so this means I am up at the goat barn almost            
every single day for an hour to watch the pregnant          
moms closely. When the day finally does come when a          
goat gives birth there is almost always someone up at          
the barn. For me, there is nothing like racing from          
school to the barn and finding a new family of tiny           
newborn goat babies. About 90% of our goats births are          
uneventful. Unfortunately, some goats are not so lucky.        
I have spent up to fourteen hours, waiting in a goat barn            
for a goat to give birth. Sometimes, the only problem is           
that they want to be alone, but usually an unsmooth          
birth is more. I once witnessed and helped a very sick           
mother goat give birth to three stillborn (dead) babies,         
all born hours apart from each other. Yes, this was on a            
school night and I did go to school the following day,           
though I was up past two in the morning. I guess that is             
sacrificing. Eventually you get used to doing your        
homework while goats are nibbling your hair and        

pencil. “My goat ate my homework” I have definitely         
said before. Of course, nobody will ever believe me. 

I think it is beneficial to experience a different lifestyle          
than the city of Oakland. Oakland’s Creatures, Great &         
Small is an article published in the San Francisco         
Chronicle by Tim Holt. It focuses on the Montclair 4-H          
kids and how different experiences are benefiting their        
lives. As stated in the article, “...know a very different          
world, one that combines down-to-earth     
responsibilities caring for other living creatures on a        
daily basis with camaraderie that grows out of shared         
experiences.” I would have never known that my        
favorite thing to do is raise dairy goats if I hadn’t tried.            
Not everyone can commit to raising such animals as         
goats, but that isn’t what 4-H is totally about. 4-H is           
about finding self-worth and growing through      
communication and life lessons. The 4-H motto is, “To         
make the best better.” I think about that all the time,           
and how much that motto relates to my everyday life.          
William S., a parent of a 4-H participant, claims that, “...it           
is beneficial for kids to have farming experience in the          
city so that they have a better understanding of nature,          
the importance of hard work and the value of         
cooperation.” Sierra B. is the teen leader of the dairy          
goat project. She devotes much of her time to making          
sure her goats and younger members goats are healthy.         
I asked her if she thinks her hobby is weird. She           
responded, “Of course not. Goat breeding is the coolest         
hobby/job in the universe!” I highly encourage anybody        
who wants to try a new and different experience to join           
4-H. Oakland is not all the concrete jungle we think it is!            
Kid based projects like 4-H can help to let city lovers           
learn the way that many other parts of the world live.           
4-H is a global organization. Raise is a book by Kiera           
Butler. She follows the lives of many Northern California         
4-H’ers from different backgrounds. According to      
Butler, “The members of 4-H include future farmers and         
lawmakers, entrepreneurs and scientists….” 4-H clearly      
helps kids with life skills they can use later in life.  

Oakland is a great city, and I think that one of the best             
parts of it is how things like 4-H are continuing to           
spread out. If you are interested in learning something         
other than city lifestyles, than 4-H is definitely a way to           
get awesome experiences right here in your own        
backyard. 
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NBA Finals Next Year 
By: Kemari Lewis  

Will the Cleveland Cavaliers and the Golden State        
Warriors go at it again in the Finals? People think that           
the the Golden State Warriors will win the NBA finals          
because they now have Kevin Durant to guard Lebron         
james and protect the Paint . Others think that the          
Cleveland Cavaliers want make it to the Finals because         
they already won a championship. No one knows if         
either team is going to break the record of 73-9 because           
both teams have lots of firepower, and the other team          
has an advantage. According to Nba.com/news, it gives        
you an  update on all the sports. 

My friend E said that, “The Cleveland Cavaliers may win          
the Finals because the way their record is looking right          
now, Golden State Warriors are the number one team         
that alway make it to the Finals.” He also said that he            
thinks either team will win Finals. said that Golden State          
Warriors won’t allow the Cleveland Cavaliers to win the         
Finals. Mr. Franklin said that, “ the Cleveland Cavaliers         
won’t win Finals because the Golden State Warriors        
always make it to the Finals, and they won’t let them           
win.” He also said that the star from both teams will           
probably average about 20- 24 point a game. 

Some people think neither teams will make it to the          
Finals because other teams like San Antonio Spurs, got         
better last years. The record of San Antonio Spurs is          
8-3, One of my friends think that the Spurs are going to            
make it to the Finals because they got better since last           
year. San Antonio Spurs have Tony Parker as Point         
Guard, Pau Gasol as Power Forward Center, and Kawhi         
Leonard as Small Forward. Kawhi Leonard is one of the          
star players that play for the Spurs.  

Will the Cleveland Cavaliers and the Golden State        
Warriors go at it again in the Finals Part 3?. I think that             
both teams will have a tie because Lebron or Kevin          
don’t like losing. So far the record of both teams are,           
Cavaliers are 8-1 and Warriors Gsw are 8-2. The Golden          
State Warriors are down one game from the Cleveland         
Cavaliers. What team would you rather win the Finals?  

Who Will Be MVP Next 
Year? 
By: Jake Chao 

In this upcoming NBA season, a lot has changed. One of           
the biggest changes was the signing of Kevin Durant to          
our very own Golden State Warriors. This signing was         
the biggest signing this offseason, this signing will        
change a lot player's odds for winning the Most         
Valuable Player award. This also makes Stephen Curry's        
odds go down and Russell Westbrook’s odds go down         
too. Some potential MVP´s candidates are: Lebron       
James, Kawhi Leonard, Stephen Curry, Kevin Durant,       
Russell Westbrook, James Harden, Kevin Durant, and       
Damian Lillard. To win the most valuable player award,         
you need to be a top 3 seed in your conference. You            
can’t be an MVP if you can’t take your team to be a top 3               
team in your conference. Obviously, to win the MVP you          
need to have a great year. You also need to be leading in             
a statistic,(you don't have to be leading, but it puts your           
odds up). You usually would have to leave in         
rebounding, points, or assists. These things are so        
important if you want to be in consideration for         
winning the MVP.  

With the signing of Kevin Durant, I don’t think that the           
back to back unanimous MVP, Stephen Curry will win         
this award again. I think this mainly because the very          
little amount of people that have won 3 MVPs in a row.            
The only people who have achieved this       
accomplishment are Larry Bird, Bill Russell, and Wilt        
Chamberlain. All these players can be considered the        
top 10 greatest players of all time. Also, Kevin Durant is           
one of the top 5 players in the NBA, and him joining the             
Warriors will have him taking points from Curry and         
Klay. Kevin Durant’s whole team will be better, but it          
will be more of a contribution from everyone. What I'm          
trying to say is that Stephen Curry and Kevin Durant          
won’t both be able to drop 30 points a night, leading to            
some friendly competition. So don’t expect at the end of          
the year Adam Silver giving the MVP to anyone on this           
Warriors Team. Continued on page 11.  
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Who Will Be MVP Next 
Year? Continued  
By: Jake Chao 

(Continued from page 10) Russell Westbrook, James       
Harden, and Damian Lillard are almost in the exact         
same boat. Their teams are not the best teams in the           
league or the conference, but they are all very good          
players. Harden’s team has a chance to push through to          
the playoffs, but I doubt it because of their lack of skills,            
but this will affect Harden because it will lower his          
chances of winning MVP. Russell Westbrook is basically        
in the same situation but I believe Westbrook will go to           
the playoffs but not as one of the best teams in the            
league. If any of these two were on a good enough team            
to make the top 3 seed, one of them would probably           
win. Now to the player that I think could win out of            
these amazing three, Damian Lillard. Born in Oakland        
and he is making people proud to say I'm from Oakland.           
Damian 
Lillard 
could be  
the NBA’s  
MVP this  
year. He  
has a  
good 
enough 
team to  
make it to   
the top 3. He came out and said he wanted the MVP, it's             
just will he be able to carry his team all the way there? If              
any of these three were to win, it would be Damian           
Lillard. 

In all honesty, my pick for MVP is Lebron James. He           
looks unstoppable and untouchable. It's crazy because       
at 31 he is better than ever. He leads the Cavs back to             
the finals with no problems, and there is nothing         
holding him back from taking this MVP. 

I interviewed my cousin about who he thinks will win           
MVP and he said, “I want Russ to win, but Kawhi will            
probably win it.” I then asked him why and he thought           
this, he replied, “Because of his team, and because he is           
in the prime of his career”. At the beginning of the year I             
agreed with Kawhi winning MVP, but LeBron just        
looked unstoppable at the start of this season and in          

this offseason LeBron said that, “My motivation is this         
ghost I'm chasing. This ghost played in Chicago.” LeBron         
is obviously referring to Michael Jordan who in most         
people's eyes is the greatest player of all time. With          
Lebron saying this statement, this proves that he will do          
anything, including winning MVP to catch up to Micheal         
Jordan and hopefully be considered the greatest. 
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Why Ballet Should be 
Considered a Sport 
By: Ava Adams 

Is ballet a sport?    
This question has   
been debated for   
years. Many  
people say it is not     
a sport, when they    
really don't know   
the physical and   
mental demand  
ballet has. Most   
people I have   
talked to about   
ballet said they   
think ballet is   

“easy” and all you do is spin around. I'm here to tell you             
how it is a sport from the two different sides of the            
story. You'll hear from an experienced dancer and an         
non dancer (someone who doesn't dance). 

Many people have different opinions about ballet.. So I         
chose to interview my close friend Jena Thorn. Jena is          
an amazing dancer at my ballet school whom has lots of           
experience is the ballet world. I asked her what she          
thought of ballet overall. She said “I think ballet is          
beautiful. Striving for perfection in an environment in        
which perfection is unachievable is troublesome, yet it        
makes possibilities endless.” This is the perfect way to         
put it. She explains what ballet really is. I also asked her            
if she thought it should be considered a sport. She          
explained to me that it should be a sport because it           
“requires physical exertion.” When thinking about how       
ballet could be an art or a sport, Jena said that she            
believes it all depends on the person. For example if          
they dance solely and focus on technique then it would          
not be an art, but if they feel something when they           
dance and can make the audience feel that something         
then it would be an art. Jena feels that a ballerina’s main            
goal is to reach the artistic status. Ballet obviously is          
physically very straining. Under Armour shows in an        
amazing clip and blurb of dancer Misty Copeland        
dancing to show how ballet is a sport to anyone who           
says it's not. In the blurb it states ¨It’s a frequently           
debated topic: Is ballet a sport?¨ Under Armour settles it          
in just under a minute with the help of Misty Copeland           

of the American Ballet Theatre¨. Dancers are athletes        
and when under armour promotes Misty Copeland they        
are showing how much of an athlete she and other          
dancers are. Continued on page 13. 

Photo Credit: Squarespace.com 

Buddy Hield 
By: James Lau  

Buddy Hield is a professional basketball player from the         
University of Oklahoma. He was drafted as 6th overall         
to the New Orleans Pelicans in the 2016 NBA draft. This           
took place on July 23, 2016. Being drafted 6th overall is           
a big accomplishment for a young basketball player like         
Hield. Buddy Hield has a great work ethic, and knows          
what he needs to improve on.  

During the summer league, Buddy wasn’t playing like he         
wanted to. He was upset, and wanted to get better          
throughout his rookie season. Sbnation stated that Hield        
said, “I’ve been fishing all week,", Hield described        
himself as "pissed off" in another instance. "It’s        
probably the worst I’ve ever shot, since I’ve been at          
summer league.” Hield knew that he was doing bad         
overall and, wants to improve.  

I asked a few student about their opinions on Buddy          
Hield. Svein Quintos, an eighth grader at Bret Harte         
thinks that “Buddy Hield is a good player but he still           
needs practice.” I asked another 8th grader named Jero         
Querubin who said that, “Buddy Hield is the next         
superstar in the league.” So student’s overall opinion        
about Hield is pretty good. Continued on page 13 . 

 

Buddy Hield 
Photo Credit: http://i.turner.ncaa.com/ 
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Why Ballet Should be 
Considered a Sport 
Continued 

By: Ava Adams 

(Continued from page 12) People who do not know         
about ballet usually only think about only the        
stereotypes, so I chose to interview a non dancer. The          
person I interviewed was Jay Adams, I wanted to ask          
her what defined a sport in her opinion. She replied, “a           
sport is an activity that can involve an individual or          
many individuals, where any type of physical activity is         
required, it also involves strength.” I also asked her         
about if she thought ballet should be a sport. Jay          
mentioned that it definitely should be a sport because,         
“it emcompasses so much of what is considered a         
traditional sport.” For example, she said ballet involves        
commitment strength and practice. All of which any        
other sport would need. Jay explained to me what she          
really thought about ballet and the physical side of it          
without being a dancer. I asked her what she thought          
about the ballet stereotypes v.s. seeing an actual ballet         
and their classes. She responded by explaining what        
non dancers think about ballet. She said people think         
that it may be easy and only for girls. She also           
mentioned that many think it only involves twirling        
around. Jay thinks about ballet as the total opposite. She          
says that ballet is for both male and female dancers and           
is physically very hard and bring lots of pain. She see           
dancers as athletes and performers that work incredibly        
hard to continue to strive and reach their goal, as any           
other athlete would do. An article from The Good Men          
Project explains why ballet should be a sport, it includes          
how prestigious and physically hard ballet is. It also         
talks about the competitive side of ballet, like getting         
into schools, companies, or even competitions. As stated        
in the article, ¨The competition to be accepted by a          
ballet school or company is just as fierce as any Division           
I athletic program. The male and female performers        
practice, train and eat to develop peak physiques. The         
effortless grace of the dance requires the highest level         
of skill.¨  

Many may argue ballet is not a sport. They may think           
this because all they know about ballet are the         
stereotypes. People need to understand that ballet is        
not what the stereotypes say! Ballet is the opposite and          

much more. Ballet requires a great deal of physical         
exertion, practice, skill, and commitment. Ballet should       
definitely be considered a sport, even more so than         
other sports. It brings everything to the table. Please         
think twice when talking about ballet not being a sport          
and please don't fall for those stereotypes.  

Buddy Hield Continued 
By: James Lau 

(Continued from page 12) Being a shooting guard in the          
NBA, Hield has something he’s good at. Buddy is good at           
shooting three pointers, but he clearly has not shown is          
ability to shoot threes in the first few games of the           
season. He would average great numbers at the end of          
the season since the players around him are decent         
players as well. According to Cbssports “If Hield's not         
knocking down outside shots, he's of little value to the          
Pelicans, and that's been reflected in his limited minute         
totals and barren stat sheet. Through four games, the         
rookie is averaging 6.0 points and 1.8 rebounds in 16.8          
minutes per contest, while producing fewer assists       
(four) than turnovers (seven).” 

Buddy Hield is a younger player that has great potential          
in the NBA. He has not been showing signs of college           
Buddy Hield in the NBA. He can still improve         
throughout the season though. Buddy Hield has some        
flaws, but will do great in the NBA. 

 

Buddy Hield 

Photo Credit: NCAA.com 
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League of Legends   
By: Andrew Diep 

The League of Legends World Championship were       
held in Oakland, California at the Oracle Arena from         
September 29 to October 29. Teams battled over who's         
the best gamer team in the world. The teams came from           
all around the world. Many people watched while the         
teams played on stage. The event was streamed on         
Twitch.tv, which is a famous gaming streaming site        
where people can watch games like these.  

According to lolesports.com the championship of      
League of Legends consisted of 16 teams. The teams         
who made it to the championship are in the top tier. If            
you made it to the top tier, you made it on a list of the               
top gamers in the country. This list is called the          
challenger according to lolesports.com. You get points       
for every win you get, and lose points for every loss.           
Some people aren’t in teams, but are still on the list but            
as individuals. You don’t need to be on a team to           
become a challenger. 

I asked Derek Tu, a student in 7th grade at Bret Harte            
Middle School about what he thought about this subject.         
He thought that, “The World Championship was great!        
Go SKT T1!” SKT T1 plays for South Korea. A player on            
that team named Faker is said to be the number 1           
midlaner in the world. SKT T1 won multiple world         
championships. It was a close games against SSG. SSG is          
Samsung Galaxy I also asked another person who        
wishes to stay anonymous about their thoughts on the         
League of Legends World Championships. They said,       
“I’m mad because my team didn’t win.” 

In conclusion, SKT T1 is the best in the world. SKT T1            
won 2 world championships in a row. The creators of          
League of Legends reward SKT T1 with a world         
championship jacket, as well as a metal. Many people         

watched while SKT T1 almost choked, and lost. Over         
500,000 watched live on Twitch.tv. SKT T1 is the best          
team in the world! 

Photo Credit: http://www.ign.com/ 

Five Nights At Freddy’s 
Sister Location 
By: Micah Logan Jones 

Warning; if you don’t want this article to spoil the game,           
then don’t read this article. Five Nights at Freddy’s         
Sister Location is the 6th installment to the FNAF video          
game series. The game came out on October 7, 2016.          
Many youtubers like 8 Bit Gaming and Dawko have         
many theories about what is going on in the game          
before it was even released. Many FNAF’s fans like         
myself have waited all summer for this game and have          
now been able to play it, or haven’t bought it but have            
watched other people play it. The game is tricky and          
hard to figure out. Old game methods like mini games          
(FNAF 3-4) have been put into the game. 

The game dosen’t take place at a Freddy Fazbear         
Pizzaria or Fredbear Diner. Instead, the game takes        
place at Circus Baby’s Pizza World. You play as a late           
night technician and supervise the animatronics.” Circus       
Baby is comprised of ten rooms, each serving various         
functions. Employees and potential thrill-seekers enter      
the facility from an Elevator. It's location under the         
FNaF 4 house, and Fredbear's Family Diner.” quoted        
from FNAF.wikia.com There are 7 animatronics; Circus       
Baby, Enard, Ballora, Funtime Freddy, Funtime Foxy,       
Bidy Bab; and Minirena. The seven animatronics are        
hidden around the establishment, and you're stuck with        
them each and every night. The objective is to survive,          
but you also have to get the real ending (FNAF 3). The            
game has one mini game that involves you playing as          
Baby and Cupcakes. Continued on Page 15 
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Five Nights at Freddy’s 
Sister Location Continued 
By: Micah Logan Jones 

(Continued from Page 14) The plot leads to something         
that has to do with Enard. Enard is the main          
overpowered character, and has a major role in the Real          
Ending. The animatronic, Enard, is mainly an       
endoskeleton that earns his iconic mask in the only         
animatronic in the fake ending. “Ennard will make its         
first lethal appearance on Night 5, replacing Ballora if         
the player truly beats the minigame.” stated       
freddy-fazbear-pizza.wikia.com.The animatronics  
Funtime Freddy, Foxy, Ballora, and Baby get       
dismantled to make Enard. He takes parts of every         
animatronic endoskeleton to become an exact replica of        
them. On the last night, you will be in the Scooping           
Room. Enard will then appear on the other side of the           
window, and talk to you until he crushes you with          
Breaker. You appear, but then you have purple eyes.         
This shows that Enard has put himself into you, and that           
means that you have died mentally, but are still alive.  

Many theories say that you play as Purple Guy, or          
William Afton. To me, I agree that you play as Purple           
Guy because no one kills five kids for no reason. Also,           
William could have gotten the job to see if the          
animatronics did come alive. I asked two Bret Harte         
students who enjoy the game franchise, what they        
thought of the game. “I haven't even played the game          
yet, or watched a gameplay video.” Astrid, an eighth         
grader said. “I like how far the game and the story goes            
so far. There’s some things that I didn't like about the           
game, but one piece of the FNAF 5 plot that didn't make            
sense was why the little girl who begs her father to see            
baby, could not go near the animatronic.” Who was the          
person trying to guide us through the whole entire         
game? I think that the game will last long because          
everybody is so interested in the story as if it was a            
movie or a book. “One thing that was great about FNAF           
Sister Location is the plot.” Milvia, another eighth        
grader at Bret Harte said. FNAF Sister Location is an          
awesome game, and the plot has you assuming who         
does what, so play it and don't get the fake ending. I            
advise all you FNAF fans to play the game, it might not            
make sense at first, but the story makes sense in the           
end. 

 

 

 

Lolbit, one of the many FNAF World animatronics that         
are now cannon.  

Photo Credit: Deviantart.com 

 

 

All animatronics in Sister Location 

Photo Credit: Youtube.com 
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Can Animals Help PTSD? 
By: Michaela Dunstan 

As most dog owners know, having a dog can change a           
person’s life, for the better. Dogs can offer a special type           
of companionship that only they are capable of giving.         
Because of that, dogs are the most common pet in          
America. Everyone knows that dogs are commonly put        
to work as guide dogs or rescue dogs, but could dogs           
help in ways we haven't thought of? 

Post Traumatic Stress Disorder, (PTSD), is a disorder in         
which people who have experienced traumatic events       
such as war or terrorist attacks are susceptible to panic          
attacks and flashbacks commonly triggered by      
memories of their experience. For example, if someone        
was in a war, or if someone experienced 9-11, they          
might get PTSD. Sometimes people get PTSD after being         
physically assaulted, or getting in a car crash. Some         
symptoms include: flashbacks, nightmares, and     
insomnia. Although, some people may not experience       
any kind of symptoms until years after the traumatic         
event. According to www.ptsd.va.gov “Dogs can make       
great pets. Having a dog as a pet can benefit anyone who            
likes dogs, including people with PTSD.” This means        
that a dog's undying loyalty can be transferred to fill the           
void that the traumatic event has caused. 

Dogs can help lower blood pressure and help with bouts          
of depression. According to canines4hope.com/, “PTSD      
Service dogs can help a Veteran remain calm by         
preventing people from crowding around or rushing up        
behind [them] in public places which will provide a         
comfortable space for the Veteran or PTSD sufferer.”        
Service dogs go through special training to learn how to          
assist their charges. iaadp.org explains that a service        
dog must be able to complete all of the following to be            
considered a service dog: be of assistance in a medical          
crisis, offer treatment related assistance, offer      
assistance coping with emotional overload, and perform       
security enhancement tasks. If a dog can perform those         
tasks, then they are eligible to be a registered service          
dog. Continued on page 17 

 

The Most Dangerous Sport  
By: Madeline Rafferty  

Have you ever thought that horseback riding wasn’t a         
sport? Well, what if I told you that it is? What if I told              
you that it was the most dangerous sport in the world,           
as well as the 7th hardest sport to do? Horseback riding           
has many dangers that most people don’t even know         
about. Most riding accidents end up being very serious,         
and sometimes even fatal. After 2 weeks of starting to          
ride horses, I fell off and I split my lip, badly bruised my             
leg, and hurt my nose. Equestrians consider this as not a           
very bad fall, and this is true. There are much worse           
falls than mine. My mom’s friend’s daughter got bucked         
off, and she fractured her neck. 

BeckyBruce.com states that “In one year, 6% of all         
horseback riders will be hospitalized for an injury; of         
this 6%, 27% will have already been injured in a riding           
related accident sometime within the last 2 years. This         
same New Zealand based study found that a riding         
accident occurs approximately once every 2,000 hours       
of horseback riding.” This shows that riding accidents        
happen very often. TheTopTens.com states that “There       
are so many fatal riding accidents that it is near          
impossible to keep count. Working around, and on, with         
any living, thinking animal immediately presents      
obvious risks. 

I interviewed my trainer, and another trainer at the         
barn that I ride at. I first interviewed my trainer, and           
asked her if she thinks that horseback riding is the most           
dangerous sport. She replied, “No, I do not think that          
horseback riding is the most dangerous sport. Although,        
it is dangerous because you are dealing with a 1,000+ lb           
animal that has a mind of its own. Also, they are fight or             
flight kind of animals, and we as humans are technically          
predators. Horses are prey animals, so they have to be          
able to trust humans enough to not hurt us. But          
sometimes it's unavoidable, and accidents happen. I       
have been riding for 22 years and I have only broken           
one bone. Continued on page 17 
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Can Animals Help PTSD? 
Continued 
By: Michaela Dunstan 

(Continued from page 16) Brian D. has had several         
family members who are veterans. For him, PTSD is not          
really a concern for him personally but “People are very          
social and so are animals, so they could help each other”           
Ms. Dana, a teacher at Sequoia Elementary School has         
had previous experience with PTSD. She said that, “I         
often turn to comfort from animals. Animals have a way          
of sitting with you and calming you down without         
putting the pressure of a conversation on your already         
heavy head.” Because of this I believe that dogs don't          
always have to be certified as a service dog to aid you in             
times of need. 

In conclusion, If you have PTSD or know someone with          
it, then you should definitely consider getting (them) a         
therapy dog that can provide you with both physical         
and mental comfort as well as healing you both inside          
and out. 

Horseback Riding and Its 
Dangers Continued 
By: Maddy Rafferty 

(Continued from page 16) I've fallen off a bunch of times,           
but that's why I always wear a helmet! When I go cross            
country jumping, I have an air vest that deploys when I           
get thrown from the saddle.” I then asked her why she           
thinks people say it’s easy, and she replied that, “I think           
people think horseback riding is easy because it used to          
be a mode of transportation, like a car. But unlike a car,            
horses have a mind of their own. Also, a lot of the people             
that say horseback riding is easy have never done it          
before, or have just sat on horses for guided trail rides.           
But a lot of people that I tell I ride horses have been on              
those trail rides and say "I rode a horse once, and I fell             
off.”  

After that, I interviewed another trainer at my barn, and          
I asked her if she thinks that horseback riding is the           
most dangerous sport. She agreed that horseback riding        
should not be the most dangerous sport, “ Other high          
speed sports such as car racing, downhill skiing, and         
luge are more dangerous. Horseback riding is       

dangerous though  
because horses by   
nature are  
unpredictable and it   
takes a long time to gain      
enough experience to be    
safe around them. Even    
the most experienced   
equestrian can get   
injured, or even killed,    
while handling or riding    
horses.” Then I asked her why she thinks that people          
say that it is easy, and she replied that, “People think           
horseback is easy because they haven't gone riding and         
it looks as if the rider isn't doing anything. Riding a           
horse involves balancing on a moving, unpredictable       
animal and getting it to do what you want, mostly with           
your legs. This involves using the biggest muscles of         
your body including your core muscles to balance while         
giving leg cues (or aids).”This shows that riding is not          
easy, and that you have to use many muscles that other           
sports don’t use, and it shows how strong, and diligent          
equestrians are.  

In conclusion, it is still debatable whether or not         
horseback riding is the most dangerous sport, I think         
that it is still the most dangerous sport. Although, there          
are many other considerably dangerous sports, such as        
football, which is also a dangerous sport, but more         
riding accidents are reported unlike football. Football       
and horseback riding are both very dangerous, but        
horseback riding is proved to be more dangerous. Even         
though some people may think that it is easy, but they           
may have never even rode a horse before. From what          
I’ve learned, horseback riding is definitely not easy. You         
have to control a 1000+ lb animal using only your legs.           
Plus, the animal you are riding is very unpredictable         
and strong. There are many serious riding riding        
accidents that happen everyday. For me though, it’s        
worth it. Horses bring so much joy and peace while          
riding, and I feel like I can do anything when I’m riding.            
It is really fun to ride bareback, because I feel free. I            
would prefer to ride without a helmet because I like          
how the wind feels when it is blowing through my hair,           
but safety comes first! 

Photo Credit: tombarefoot.com 
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Circus Rocks! 
By: Tessa Lee 

(Continued from page 1) But why is circus fun? I asked           
Juliet Silva, a girl who takes the class, why she likes           
circus, she said that she likes it because, “You can do           
cool tricks.” I then asked her what she disliked about          
circus, and she said, “It hurts.” After that, I interviewed          
one of my friends (who would like to remain         
anonymous), what she liked about circus and she        
answered, “It’s fun and it’s exercising, plus you meet a          
lot of friends.” When I asked her what she disliked          
about circus she stated, “The stretches.” 

But it’s not just the tricks that are fun, Kinetic Arts is a             
wonderful place to be in and learn in. Lots of people           
love the place. On kineticartscenter.com, there are a lot         
of comments about how they love the Kinetic Art         
Center. One of them says that, “ ... The receptionists are           
so warm and accommodating, A++! You can just tell         
Kinetic Arts Center is run by people who love circus          
arts, and want you to have that same amazing         
experience as well! No one is out to nickle and dime           
you, and everyone is ready to go out of their way to            
ensure you have a fantastic experience!” Since I take         
classes there myself, I can confirm what the person is          
saying. Everyone at Kinetic Arts is very friendly and         
hardworking. 

However, not just the environment is amazing. The        
shows are MAGNIFICENT!!! The two main groups who        
do performances, Ck4 and Circus Spire, usually do        
performances before summer. The Ck4 are younger       
than Circus Spire, but their shows are still amazing! This          
year, performances were Circular Logic (Circus Spire)       
and Finders Keepers (Ck4). However, there is a        
performance coming soon. From November 5 to       
December 18, Inversion is being performed! According       
to kineticartsproductions.com, “Inversion is about     
circus, disobedience, and justice. Go see Inversion!”       
Based on their other shows, it's bound to be good. Plus,           
their snacks are DELICIOUS! There are cookies that are         
literally the size of your face. Plus, there are hot dogs,           
waffles, potato chips, and much more!  

To conclude, circus and Kinetic Arts are both wonderful         
and fun. It isn’t a stereotypical circus, there are lots of           
fun things you can do. The environment is also amazing          
to be in! The shows are incredible as well. You should           

try taking a class at kinetic arts, It is super fun (but also             
hard, scary, and painful). Don’t worry though, there are         
safety mats that are actually very fun to fall on, (I know            
it sounds weird, but it’s true!). Try it! And don’t forget,           
CIRCUS ROCKS!!!!!  

 

Someone on the silks 

Photo Credit: Pinterest.com 

 

Two people juggling 

Photo Credit: Wikipedia.com 
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A Strong New Female World 
By: Alleah Donahue 

Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, Snow White. What do all of         

these classic fairy tales have in common? A princess who is           

incredibly beautiful, incredibly weak, and incredibly naive. A        

prince who is strong, handsome, and heroic. Although, there         

are new movies, books, and TV shows that are coming out.           

The females in these stories, are nothing short of amazing. 

 

I asked a few different people if they had read any books,            

watched any movies or TV shows that have strong female          

characters in them. I first asked Giovanni Campbell, an         

eighth grader at Bret Harte Middle School, he replied, “The          

one we are reading in Humanities, Inside Out and Back          

Again.” I also asked Syrai Everett, another eighth grader at          

Bret Harte if she had read or watched anything with strong           

females in them. She replied, “I would say The Coldest          

Winter Ever, and Frozen have strong female characters in         

them. I thought Frozen had a strong female character         

because in the end I thought she {Anna} would kiss the guy            

to save herself, but instead Anna protected her sister, and in           

the process saved herself. I was not expecting that.” Some          

more books and movies that people mentioned had strong         

female characters, were Mulan, Queen of Katwe, The Hunger         

Games, Divergent, Supergirl, Marvel’s Agents of Shield, The        

Immortal Secrets of Nicholas Flamel, Manga Fairy Tail, and         

even Modern Family. So as you can see, there are many           

books, TV shows, and movies that have strong female         

characters in them.  

There have been a couple remakes and twists on classics like           

Cinderella, Sleeping Beauty, and Snow White as well. One of          

these “twisted fairytales” is Ever After, where the Cinderella         

(in this case her name is Danielle), saves herself and proves           

her strength on more than one occasion. In one scene, she           

even picks up the prince, and carries him to safety. There           

have been a lot of other books that have strong female           

characters in them besides the ones that are mentioned in          

the interviews. According to Goodreads.com, the top five YA         

books with strong female characters are The Hunger Games         

by Suzanne Collins, Throne of Glass by Sarah J. Maas,          

Divergent by Veronica Roth, Catching Fire (The Hunger        

Games #2) by Suzanne Collins, and Why Not-World by Alexei          

Maxim Russell. Continued on page 20 

Google Pixel Review 
By: Henilieta Lauti 

Have you ever thought that Google would make a phone?          

Probably not, but if you have speculated this thought, then          

your imagination has just became reality. This past month         

the well known company Google has made a phone! The          

name of the phone is Pixel. If you want to learn all about this              

Google phone, then keep your eyes moving. I’m not really          

sure if people are going to buy this phone because of the            

tough competition with the iPhone 7 and 7 Plus, but I’m sure            

these phones are going to be everywhere, all over the world. 

One thing Pixel has is a spectacular camera. It’s camera          

allows you to take photos in any light condition and it has            

unlimited storage. Another thing that is cool is that the          

battery life could last you an entire day. Even if it dies, it             

takes fifteen minutes to charge your battery to last for seven           

hours. According to   

store.google.com, 

“And, for a quick    

charge, the USB-C   

charger gives you up    

to 7 hours of battery     

life in just 15    

minutes. This shows   

how convenient the   

phone is and it    

doesn’t waste your   

time when you have    

to wait for your    

phone to charge”.   

Madeby.google.com 

declared that,  

“Connect your old   

iPhone® or Android   

device to your new    

Pixel with the Quick Switch Adapter. Choose what you want          

to move, like contacts, calendar events, photos, videos,        

music, SMS messages, iMessages® and more. Then sit back         

and let Pixel do the work. Google shows how they are           

making people’s lives so much easier. The adapter they made          

can transfer all your previous data from your old phone to           

the Pixel.” This is very suitable for a person who doesn’t           

want to take it into a store to switch data. Also, you can have              

all you photos from your old phone transferred. Another fact          

about Pixel includes, if you want to facetime your friends you           

can facetime all of them at the same time. Additionally, the           

Pixel has three different colors. The colors are Quite Black,          

Very Silver, and Really Blue. They’re all beautiful colors.         

Continued on page 20 

Photo Credit: Google.com 
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A Strong New Female World 
Continued 
By: Alleah Donahue  

(Continued from page 19) The Hunger Games, by        
Suzanne Collins is mentioned as #1 in Young Adult         
books with strong female characters. The Hunger       
Games is about a girl named Katniss Everdeen who         
volunteers for the deadly Hunger Games in place of her          
beloved sister, Primrose Everdeen. This is the movie        
synopsis for the Hunger Games [Google Search]: 

“In what was once North America, the Capitol of Panem          
maintains its hold on its 12 districts by forcing them          
each to select a boy and a girl, called Tributes, to           
compete in a nationally televised event called the        
Hunger Games. Every citizen must watch as the youths         
fight to the death until only one remains. District 12          
Tribute Katniss Everdeen (Jennifer Lawrence) has little       
to rely on, other than her hunting skills and sharp          
instincts, in an arena where she must weigh survival         
against love.” One movie that was said to have a strong           
female character in it is Marvel’s Agents of Shield. There          
are more than one female character in this hit TV series,           
and every one of them knows how to wield a gun, and            
take down a full grown person. One of them is even           
nicknamed “The Cavalry”. This is the synopsis for        
season one of Marvel’s Agent’s of Shield [Wikipedia]:  

“The first season of the American television series        
Agents of S.H.I.E.L.D., which is based on the Marvel         
Comics organization S.H.I.E.L.D. (Strategic Homeland     
Intervention, Enforcement and Logistics Division),     
revolves around the character of Phil Coulson and his         
team of S.H.I.E.L.D. agents, who are assigned to several         
dangerous cases. The cases are centered on Project        
Centipede and its leader, The Clairvoyant, while Coulson        
also searches for answers concerning his mysterious       
resurrection after dying in The Avengers. It is set in the           
Marvel Cinematic Universe (MCU), sharing continuity      
with the films of the franchise, and was produced by          
ABC Studios, Marvel Television, and Mutant Enemy       
Productions. Jed Whedon, Maurissa Tancharoen, and      
Jeffrey Bell served as showrunners.” 

There are many books, TV shows, and movies that have          
strong female characters in them! These characters are        
strong willed, strong bodied, smart, tough, and pretty        
kicka**. This article only mentioned a handful of the         

incredible stories that are being published and       
produced. I can’t wait to see what other strong female          
phenomenons will come back out from the shadows. 

Google Pixel Review Continued 
 By: Henilieta Lauti 

(Continued from page 19) The first person I conducted         
an interview with was Giovanni Lauti. The question that         
was given was, “Do you think the Google Pixel could be           
a phone for you?” His response was, “Maybe, because I          
think that the Google Pixel is such a great phone and has            
one of the greatest phone camera reviews I’ve ever         
heard of. Also, because it gets things done without         
wasting my time. But it is still a maybe because a phone            
is just a phone to me. Meaning all phones have the basic            
needs towards a person. Like calling, texting, taking        
pictures. Right now I have the iphone 6 and it’s working           
just fine for me.” I agree that all phones have the basic            
needs for a person, it’s just that the Google Pixel is a            
phone that looks and sounds even better than most         
phones. 

The second person I had an interview with was Asia          
San. The question that was asked was, “If you had the           
chance to get this phone would you get it?” Her reply           
was, “No, because I’m so used to iphones and how they           
work. I’m sure Pixels are probably like iphones and         
have fast technology, but I’m happy with my iphone 6s.          
Also, even if I did get a Google Pixel I wouldn’t really be             
using it because my other phone is fine. But if I didn’t            
have a phone I would totally get it because of all of its             
awesome features.” Asia has made a good point. If I had           
a phone that worked perfectly well already, there’s no         
use in getting another phone.  

This phone is a big hit! With it’s fast technology, the           
Pixel will probably be selling in a snap! I hope the           
iphone 7 and 7 Plus won’t get in the way of this but,             
even if it does Pixel is still a great phone. It has a             
magnificent camera, unlimited storage, long lasting      
battery, and also they have three different colors. There         
are so many amazing features to this phone, and I hope           
others will be able to see them too!  
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Resist the Temptation  
By: Marnie Cavanaugh 

After school you get home, raid the kitchen, and grab          
the quickest and simplest snack you can find. You don’t          
think about the nutritional value, or how this one snack          
might affect your life, you just eat it. You're hungry, and           
you definitely don’t know how to prepare any other         
types of food. You do your homework, grab another         
mindless snack and then start playing your favorite        
video game, or maybe watch the latest episode of your          
favorite Netflix series. You skip dinner and you're off to          
bed. Now there are a lot of things that are wrong or            
unhealthy 
about this  
situation, 
but let’s  
focus on  
one very  
important 
problem. 
Snacking! 
First of all,   
grabbing 
the quickest and simplest snack may be the most         
appealing, but trust me, it’s not the best choice. You          
know you could grab an apple, but you’ll most likely          
grab a bag of chips, or a bag of your favorite candy. As a              
teenager, I know that the healthy choice is not always          
the number one choice, and I’m here to convince you to           
change your snacking habits. Go from chips to cut up          
celery. Or from your favorite candy to a fresh apple. I           
know it will be a challenge, but try it, I dare you!            
Continued on page 22 

Photo Credit: www.Pinterest.com 

What Came First, the Chicken 
or the Egg? 
By: Naomi Hartog  

Which came first the chicken or the egg? This particular          
question has mind boggled the world for centuries. Just         
think, it all depends on whether you believe that it has           
to be a chicken egg, (an egg coming from a chicken.) or            
an egg with a chicken inside. 

On one side we have team chicken, they think that the           
egg has to have come from a chicken because it can’t           
come from two different animals. And on the other side          
we have team egg, they think that the chicken egg          
doesn’t have to come from the chicken, just two similar          
proto-chickens. So what team are you on? To find some          
answers I set up a survey. 

7th graders and 8th graders at Bret Harte answered.         
76.9% of kids said that they think the egg came first,           
and the other 23.1% said the chicken. Most answers         
consisted of people not really explaining why they think         
what they think. It was mostly them saying just         
because, or re stating their claim again and again. For          
those that did reply with a valued explanation thought         
that the egg came first. What this shows is that people           
who thought that the egg came first had an explanation,          
while people who thought that the chicken came first         
almost appeared to be joking around. 

Those students think the answer is that a non-chicken         
became a chicken. For further information, I also asked         
two Bret Harte science teachers about what they        
thought. I asked Ms. Magan a seventh grade science         
teacher, and Mr. Kealey, an eighth grade science        
teacher. The first interview question that was given was         
of course, which came first, the chicken or the egg? Both           
Ms. Magan and Mr. Kealey replied by saying the egg.  

Ms. Magan stated that, “What I think happened was         
there was a bird on earth that was a lot like a chicken,             
but wasn’t completely a chicken. I think that specific         
bird laid an egg that had a mutation and what was           
created what the first actual chicken. From there, the         
chicken reproduced and we gained the population of        
chickens we have today.” What Ms. Magan is implying is          
the idea of evolution. 

Mr. Kealey had a similar idea to Ms. Magan. He was only             
confused about what point in time the so called         
“proto-chicken” became the chicken. He believed that it        
is not like anything can just become a whole other          
species, it takes time.  

The second question I asked them was what they kids at           
Bret Harte would think came first. Mr. Kealey assumed         
that it would be 50% percent for both parties because          
of how valued each arguments are, and kids could go          
either way. Ms. Magan actually thought that they would         
go for the chicken. Continued on page 22 
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Resist The Temptation 
Continued 
By: Marnie Cavanaugh 

(Continued from page 21) Addressing your hunger in a         
fast and delectable way has gotten easier and easier         
over the past 20 years. Chip companies, soda        
companies, and many other food processors have made        
it easier and faster to snack on the go. Now, this is not             
exactly the problem. The problem is that kids and teens          
choose these quick snacks over something healthier like        
a smoothie, or a fresh vegetable. Now the reasons         
behind these choices are obvious. The processed snack        
is WAY more delicious and pleasing than a healthier         
snack. I know this but how are these small snacks          
affecting your overall health? Which one should you        
choose? 

Snacks may seem little and harmless, but if you         
continue to eat these simple and quick snacks you may          
end up with some extreme health issues. According to         
healthyeating.sfgate.com, “Weight gain, weakness, and     
tooth decay are all directed ways unhealthy snacking        
come back to you.” Unhealthy snacking can also lead to          
weakness and or headaches, migraines, and vision       
problems. The nutritional values of these snacks are        
very low and can cause you to continue to feel hungry           
and to have health problems. That candy bar may be          
delicious, but do you really want to ruin both your          
physical and mental wellness for it? Resist the        
temptation, and choose healthier snacks. There are       
many alternatives but first you have to know what         
alternative there are. 

Snacks are one of the most fun and quick meals to make.            
There is a range of snacks that are mouthwatering but          
also straight up healthy. Some of my favorite snacks         
include apples and peanut butter, cheese and crackers,        
and fruit smoothies. Some other snacks you can whip up          
include, yogurt, hard boiled eggs, cut up veggies, or just          
some fresh fruit. Healthier snacks will keep you        
energized, awake, and ALIVE! They will give you both         
your nutrition and a boost of energy that will keep you           
going throughout the day. 

So what do you say? Will you try to eat healthier snacks,            
or will you be one of those people who just keeps eating            
the junk you're already eating, completely ignoring that        
you ever read this article? Everydayhealth.com states       

that, “Healthy snacking improves overall health, carbs       
cravings, fights weight gain, regulates mood, boosts       
brain power and gives you the energy you need to keep           
going all day,” So why not give it a try! There are so             
many snack options outside of your norm, so go out and           
find them. Snack away! 

Which Came First, the 
Chicken or the Egg? 
Continued 
By: Naomi Hartog 

(Continued from page 21) “I don’t think that it is the           
wrong answer, both choices are very believable.” She        
isn’t entirely wrong either, based on discussions I have         
heard from students, they would put their vote toward         
the chicken. 

Because of the surveyed proof, she is infact incorrect         
about specifically the population of Bret Harte kids,        
although two article’s said differently worldwide. Metro       
News stated that, “It had long been suspected that the          
egg came first but now we have the scientific proof that           
shows that in fact the chicken came first.” “The protein –           
called ovocleidin-17 (OC-17) – acts as a catalyst to         
speed up the development of the shell...It showed OC-17         
was crucial in kick-starting crystallisation – the early        
stages of forming a shell.” Meaning the protein OC-17         
only found in a chicken, was very crucial to making the           
chicken, therefore the chicken came first.  

A similar opinionated article I found by, creation        
research. The thought that, “Even a chicken's egg is well          
designed. The embryo nestles safely inside, surrounded       
and cushioned by amniotic fluid and nourished by the         
yolk.” Again this fluid, talk about in the first article, is           
much needed for creating the chicken. 

So have you made your decision? You learned what         
both teachers, and kids thought about this debatable        
question. Even with this information we still have no         
answer that is well THE answer. I mean, we can’t travel           
back in time, or at least not yet. So for now, we may             
never know…  
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Dia de los Muertos: A time to celebrate 
passed love ones with music, food, and face paint!  

 

 

 

Ms. Cartier would like to 
give a shout out to the 
PTA for buying these flags for Spanish speaking countries. 

 

 

 

 

Mock Election: This school’s election gave 
students the chance to know what it’s like to vote, 

and how important it is.  

 

Newcomers Voting: The newcomers even 
got to vote and experience the mock election!  
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Dr. Harte 
 

“I liked this girl, but she kept playing these 
games, so I don’t like her anymore. How 
should I tell her?”  

-big_bear  

 

You don’t have to tell her unless you really want to. If this girl likes you back, 
let her know how you feel about these “games” she’s playing. Tell her why you 

don’t like her anymore. Maybe this girl doesn’t realize what games she’s playing 
so tell her what is bothering you. Maybe it could workout after all.  

 

“Can I sic a pack of wolves on a boy I 
don’t like?” 

- hi_hi 

No, because that would be animal abuse. Also, 
wolves don't live near here so you might want 

to try coyotes instead. 

 

“Me and my boyfriend just broke up and I feel I will never love 
anyone ever again. I am 
DEVASTATED!!”  

-  devistated_help 

There are many other fish in the sea. You will 
find him someday. Don’t give up hope! 
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The Adventures of Xell 
By TVSF 

While at a feast in the grand hall 

Xell conjured an idea 

one he hadn't thought before, 

one which seemed quite silly, yet genius. 

As he gazed at a painting, 

a painting of a cat woman. 

 

He imagined the painting could sing, 

and would lift boredom from the room. 

And just as he pushed away the thought 

a sudden cough broke the silence. 

 

His father at the end of the table appeared to be choking 

and Xell just watched as the others swarmed 

trying to help his father out. 

But instead of joining he simply turned away 

walking sneakily out the door. 

 

Finally free from the dull feast 

he headed to his room to go play. 

But as he walked he realized 

he had taken a wrong turn, 

and was heading down an unfamiliar path. 

 

At the end of the hall was a vase, 

an ornate and very tall vase. 

And in the vase were golden flowers 

that glinted and gleamed, 

illuminating the hall. . . 

To be continued next issue…   

Try to find your way through the maze! 
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